ABSTRACT. Several important lnetric space fixed point theorems are proved for a lnrge class of non-metric spaces. In some cases the metric space proofs need only minor changes. This is surprising since the distance function used need not be symmetric and need not sa.tisfy the triangular inequality.
PROOF. Suppose f(a) a for some a X. Put g(x) a for all x X. Then g(fx) a and f(gx) f(a) a. Also, g(x) a f(a) for all x X so that g(X) C_ f(X). Suppose there exists c and g such that (1) holds. Let x0 e X and let x, be such that (2) .f(xn) 9(xn-). Now (1) and (2) gives d(fxn,fxn+x) d (gxn-l,gxn) d(fx,_,fxn). Lemma 2.1 gives p in X such that f(x,) p. 9 w-continuous impfies that lim9fx, 9P. Since 9x,, p, the w-continuity of f implies that lim fgx, fp. Therefore p is a coincidence point of f and 9-Clearly, fgP 9fP.
f(fP) f(9P) 9(fP) 9(9P) and d(9P, 9(9P))
Hence, 9(P) 9(9P). Thus 9(P) 9(9P) f(gP), d 9(P) is a coon ed point of f and 9.
If x f(x) 9(z) and y f(y) 9(Y), then (1) PROOF. Clearly, g commutes with f and g'(X) C_ g(X) C_ f(X). Applying the theorem t,,gk and f gives a uniquep X withp--g'(p) f(p). Since f and g comnmtc 9(p) ,.l(.fp) f(g(p)) .,:l'(gp) or g(p) is a common fixed point of f and gk. Uniqueness gives 9(P) 1' f(P). Letting To prove (2) , fix x and set y gx in (a). Then d(g'x,g"+z) <_ d,d(fx, fgx) , which gives for all x, in X, and 0 < q < 1, then f and g have a common fixed point, (or f or g has a fixed po,nt).
PROOF. As in [S] , it can be shown that {x,,} converges, where {x,,} is defined by X2n+l .fx2n, X2n+2 gx2n+l
Setting y fx in the contractive definition yields However, for this contractive definition (iii) is not needed. As in [8] The uniqueness follows as in [10] .
REMARK. The words in parentheses in Corollaries 4-7 have been added by the present authors, in order for the theorems to be correctly stated.
